Nurses’ perceptions and attitudes towards new ADU technology and use
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: The introduction of a new technology in hospitals – Automated Dispensing Units (ADUs) – aims to contribute to more secure, safe, efficient and cost effective health services. Several studies highlight the beneficial effects of similar technologies as well as their cost-savings potential but there is little literature exploring nurses’ perceptions and attitudes towards technology acceptance and the impact on technology use in a healthcare unit.

OBJECTIVE: This research aimed to explore nurses’ perceptions and attitudes towards current technology use on their units and towards the introduction of ADU technology and use with nursing staff in two different hospitals in South-East New-Brunswick, Canada.

METHODS: Semi-structured interviews were realized with the collaboration of nursing staff from two hospitals which were in urban and rural settings, prior to the introduction of ADUs in hospital wards.

RESULTS: Findings in this study highlight the fact that missing medications (i.e., doses not available in cart) are inherently related to the completion of nursing staff’s medication distribution routine. Missing doses cause delays in medication delivery which may increase the occurrence of medication errors. Participants described current technology use as an intricate part of their routine. The latter is mainly utilized for patient monitoring and information retrieval. Overall, interview data indicated that ADU technology introduction is positively perceived by nursing staff particularly if the technology reduces missing doses events.

CONCLUSIONS: Findings in this study underscore important concerns expressed by nursing staff regarding ADU technology integration into the current medication process and its impact on time management. Pre-implementation training and technical support were identified as important factors in facilitating technology acceptance and proper technology use.
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1. Background

During the last decade the Canadian government declared that the health system must prioritize measures that would diminish the number of medication dispensing errors and medication near misses in care units to ensure safe patient care. Multiple initiatives have been elaborated to achieve this goal, particularly
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the introduction of medication distribution technologies, automatic distribution units. Technology in a given health care unit has been the subject of numerous studies but its effect is mitigated: some wards have experienced dramatic decrease in medication errors while the introduction of technology has also created other types of errors.

2. Objective

Because of the ambiguous impact of technology on health care units, this research aimed to explore nurses’ perceptions and attitudes towards current technology use on their units and towards the introduction of Automated Dispensing Units (ADUs) technology and use. This study is part of a NRC-CNRC funded project with the close collaboration of the Vitalité Health Network.

3. Literature review

Medication errors (e.g., mistake in dosage, failure to administer correct drug, incorrect time for administration) have been described as a daily recurrence in a given hospital which has a cumulative impact on patient health, staff’s workflow and also represents a substantial economic burden. To diminish medication error occurrence multiple actions have been put forward nationally, including automated dispensing units (ADUs) [1,2,10].

Automated medication dispensing technology is the subject of numerous studies addressing medication errors in healthcare units and has been described as an efficient way to reduce medication errors, to better organize doses and to reduce costs. Although its holistic impact on medication errors is mitigated since it may lead to new types of errors induced by technology use caused by mechanical failures and development of workarounds, or machine misuses, which originates from nursing staff’s perceptions regarding technology use [3,4,8].

Technology acceptability and its integration into the medication distribution routine will have an impact on technology use optimization and its inherent medication error reduction potential [11]. According the technology acceptance model (TAM) and others (unified theory of acceptance and use of technology- UTAUT; theory of reasoned action- TRA TPB), behavioral intention to use technology, or acceptance, is the main determinant to proper technological use. According to these models acceptance is defined as perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and as behavioral, normative or control beliefs [5,6,9].

Three themes emerged as relevant to appropriately evaluate nurses’ perceptions and attitudes towards technology use as to appraise the perceived usefulness of their current technology use and of the upcoming technology:

- The medication distribution process and its subjective description;
- Current technology use and its implications in a healthcare setting;
- Attitudes towards technology introduction and facilitating the introduction of technology in a healthcare unit.

4. Methods

Semi-structured interviews were realized with the collaboration of nursing staff from two hospitals which were in urban and rural settings, prior to the introduction of ADUs in hospital wards. The
interview questions aimed to explore participants’ perceptions, feelings and opinions of nursing staff regarding workload, time efficiency and error rates before the introduction of new technology (automatic medication distribution) in their workplace. Prior to the interview process, informal observations on hospital wards were realized to comprehend nurses’ medication distribution routine and its variability, as well as a means to develop open-ended questions. Interviews were completed with seven license practical nurses (LPN), eight registered nurses and two nurse managers of healthcare units. The length of the interviews ranged from 18 minutes to an hour and each interview was recorded using a portable recorder. Interviews were then transcribed by a third a party. The analysis of verbatim has been achieved by coding with the use of NVivo qualitative data analysis software. Inter-rater reliability of coding was conducted with 84% agreement. The coding items were utilized as part of a coding matrix to further our understanding of nurses’ perceptions, attitudes, acceptance of technology and their ramifications for technology introduction in a health care environment. This study has been approved by the NRC-CNRC and Vitalité Health Network Research Ethics Boards.

5. Results

During the observation process and with the nursing staffs’ description of the medication distribution routine, missing doses and its impact on task completion and time efficiency has been described as an inherent part of the distribution routine. Perceived impact of missing doses was related to its recurrence: nurses who experienced frequent missing doses incidents reported a heavier workload associated with the latter’s organizational procedures for prescription renewal. The role of nursing staff also influenced their perceptions of the medication distribution process since LPNs seldom complete the morning distribution which was when missing doses occurred most often. The description of the communication process between staff from both hospitals lead to the same finding: that is, missing doses were also more frequent on medication cart refilling days.

An LPN at a rural setting hospital stated, “Sometimes some doses will be missing but it hasn’t occurred often” while another RN at an urban setting hospital stated, “Often, there are medications that are missing in the morning distribution”. An RN at an urban setting hospital stated, “This is what is frustrating, I think, about our system; it’s that medication is always missing”.

Nurses at the urban setting hospital described the effects of missing doses on the completion of the medication distribution process within a range of nuisance; an occasional benign occurrence to a daily organizational and time management problem. Nurses responsible for the morning medication distribution described missing doses incidents as frequent and an inherent part of their routine. Missing doses and dispensing of “first dose” may take from several minutes to several hours. This type of incident has been associated with delays in medication delivery to patients which may exacerbate error incidence by exceeding the time frame allocated for medication administration and by creating conditions that may lead to forgotten medication doses. Its impact described by nursing staff was broadly defined as time consuming rather than error inducing. An RN stated, “There is lots of lost time in the medication preparation process”. Another RN affirmed, “Sometimes it happens that five or ten minutes go by and we forget. It happens to forget”.

Errors have been defined by nursing staff as rare events. Medication errors were defined as an event that could result in longer hospital admissions or result in patient’s death. According to the literature, medication errors are defined more broadly than events inducing death or illnesses and, as such, are probably more frequent than what is observed in the health care units. Nursing staff were aware that medication distribution delays could be considered a type of error but its recurrent occurrence attributable
to missing doses made it impossible to report them, especially when considering the supplementary workload required by error reporting. Nurses’ perception of time reveals that they give much importance to time efficiency. Its significance was even more apparent when nurses described the effects of missing doses or the completion of certain tasks by describing its impact on time distribution rather than task complexity or its impact on workflow.

As such, time management has been identified as a key determinant in the completion of the nurses’ routine. An RN stated, “It takes time because often medication isn’t there. This is what’s taking time: always searching for medication doses”. Emerging themes from the interviews regarding the medication distribution process and their intricacies are summarized in Fig. 1.

6. Technology use and its implications in a healthcare setting

Nursing staff self-described computer use as daily. Computers are most often used to retrieve patient file information, to retrieve medication information and to monitor their patients’ conditions. Most nursing staff interviewed perceived technology use as a means to better organization and alleviating their workload. But some have depicted technology use as being impersonal and sometimes imprecise to report a patient’s condition. Also it has been identified as impractical in an emergency room setting or to monitor an unstable patient’s condition. Nursing staff suggested that, “We could say that this (computers) is our main working tool”. Asked about technology use at home, a majority (> 8) of nursing staff confirmed using a computer at home and for basic utilization (web browsing, email), although some staff reported no use of technology outside of work. Interview participants who expressed advantages in the use of technology in general, also mentioned using technology at home and satisfaction with the use of technology at work.

The age of nursing staff (i.e., older staff) has been described as a barrier to technology use and acceptance from participants. In the current study, nursing staff with the most years worked (age not
considered) defined technology use as a positive experience and their technological skill development as rapid, although they perceived other experienced nursing staff’s perceptions of technology as being less positive than their own. Participants have self-defined as open to adopt technologies, describing technological changes as an inevitable part of their profession’s evolution and expressed their confidence in the advantages of introducing ADU technology.

7. Attitudes and facilitating the introduction of technology in a healthcare unit

When technology introduction was discussed all participants expressed the importance of pre-implementation training for optimizing the technology’s features by facilitating adoption of use. Training and a consultation process beforehand have been described as ways to facilitate the introduction of a technology, especially for people who may be reticent to change or may be apprehensive towards its use. Technical support during the first weeks of ADU utilization was described as being a fundamental part of a successful implementation of technology and particularly for those who self described as slow technological learners. This individualistic approach would create an appropriate learning environment for the latter since some concerns have been expressed regarding their ability to learn as rapidly as their co-workers who would be more at ease with technology.

RN’s have stated the importance of training and support, “We really have to be ready for technologies, even if it’s faster afterwards”. Another RN expressed that, “Information and practice” are essential in learning to use new technology. Training and support should underscore ADUs’ advantages for its better organizational properties, better medication availability and its cumulative impact on medication safety to boost the positive perception of technology use, particularly if the latter’s introduction may involve longer medication preparation time.

Concerns have been expressed regarding the integration of ADUs in the current medication distribution process especially for its impact on time distribution for morning medication dispensing. Tensions between staff members may occur if one is less agile than others to operate the ADU, since time distribution has previously been identified as a major determinant of nursing staff’s routine completion. There is the perception that the medication administration record (MAR), a vital tool in the nursing staff’s routine, may be less relevant with the introduction of ADUs. Also nurses usually prepare medication distribution for every individual patient so there is the perception that ADUs may not permit them to do so or would represent a bigger time investment to proceed as described. The inherent changes to
the medication distribution routine subsequently to ADU introduction has been identified as an issue to technology acceptance. An RN stated, “I see this as either everything will go smoothly because we will always have access to our medication so we would save the time invested looking for them and for constantly filling up sheets... or are we going to be three nurses fighting for the medication of 22 patients”.

ADU technology acceptance by nursing staff might be facilitated, even though its use for medication preparation might be a lengthier process than the current one, if missing doses events preponderance and their inherent time investments are diminished. Adopting a holistic approach to technology integration into healthcare units and its advantages may encourage better comprehension of technology’s role for efficient and safe medication distribution, positively shaping nursing staff’s intentions to properly use technology by putting in place favorable conditions for its acceptance. Nursing staff’s current technology use and their perceptions regarding new technology introduction are synthesize in Fig. 2.

8. Conclusions

Interviews with nursing staff underscore that the current medication distribution process has some flaws particularly regarding missing doses and its inherent effect on medication errors, especially wrong timing errors and forgotten doses errors. When discussing technology use most participants perceived technology use and technological changes as an intrinsic part of their profession’s evolution independently of their level of satisfaction associated with technology use at work or their technology use at home. The introduction of a new technology was positively perceived by the majority of nursing staff interviewed. Nursing staff positively perceived technology’s better organizational properties and information retrieval potential although current technology use has been defined as inappropriate to monitor an unstable patient’s condition or into an emergency room setting as previously stated by Perras et al. [10].

As for ADU introduction, a majority of nursing staff seemed opened to the arrival of technology, insisting that tools which would decrease missing doses events and facilitates medication doses coordination between pharmacy and healthcare units would increase their level of satisfaction, and acceptance, with the medication distribution process which would encourage proper technology use as stated by [5,6]. Some concerns have been expressed regarding the impact of ADU on the completion of the medication distribution process whereas the nurses would have to access the needed medication in the same time frame which may cause time delays for medication retrieval and may lead to frustrations among staff members, as previously stated by ISMP Canada [7]. Appropriate technology introduction into the current medication process and its ramifications was also perceived as a source of apprehension to technology acceptance. Pre-implementation training and technical support has been identified as facilitators to technology introduction especially among self described slow technological learners or staff who may be reticent to technology use. Training and support should also serve to boost positive perceptions of technology use by nursing staff especially if the introduced technology does not directly imply time saving advantages, considering the perceived value of time amongst nursing staff.

Limitations of this study are mostly attributable to the lack of pre-interview information regarding ADU introduction to the interviewed staff, which would have developed more depth to their technology introduction perceptions and their attitude regarding this technology. Further research should be directed towards better understanding nursing staff and technology interface interactions, determinants which could prove to be a fundamental aspect to technology use and acceptance and optimizing of its advantages.
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